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Abstract
We present a holographic dual of four-dimensional, large Nc QCD with massless
flavors. This model is constructed by placing Nf probe D8-branes into a D4 back-
ground, where supersymmetry is completely broken. The chiral symmetry breaking in
QCD is manifested as a smooth interpolation of D8-D8 pairs in the supergravity back-
ground. The meson spectrum is examined by analyzing a five-dimensional Yang-Mills
theory that originates from the non-Abelian DBI action of the probe D8-brane. It is
found that our model yields massless pions, which are identified with Nambu-Goldstone
bosons associated with the chiral symmetry breaking. We obtain the low-energy ef-
fective action of the pion field and show that it contains the usual kinetic term of the
chiral Lagrangian and the Skyrme term. A brane configuration that defines a dynami-
cal baryon is identified with the Skyrmion. We also derive the effective action including
the lightest vector meson. Our model is closely related to that in the hidden local sym-
metry approach, and we obtain a Kawarabayashi-Suzuki-Riazuddin-Fayyazuddin-type
relation among the couplings. Furthermore, we investigate the Chern-Simons term on
the probe brane and show that it leads to the Wess-Zumino-Witten term. The mass
of the η′ meson is also considered, and we formulate a simple derivation of the η′ mass
term satisfying the Witten-Veneziano formula from supergravity.
∗) E-mail: tsakai@mx.ibaraki.ac.jp
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§1. Introduction
Recently there have been interesting developments regarding the gauge theory/string
theory duality, with the aim of obtaining more realistic models from the phenomenological
point of view. Since the discovery of AdS/CFT correspondence (for a review, see Ref. 1)),
the first advance made along this line was the construction of holographic models of non-
conformal field theories without flavor degrees of freedom (see Ref. 2) for a review). A key
observation with regard to the construction of holographic models with flavors was given by
Karch and Katz.3) They proposed to incorporate the flavor degrees of freedom in the probe
approximation, where flavor branes are introduced as a probe, so that the back reaction of
the flavor branes is negligible. This approximation is reliable when Nf ≪ Nc, with Nc,f
being the number of colors and flavors, respectively. To this time, this approximation has
been applied to various supergravity (SUGRA) models to study aspects of large N gauge
theories with flavors from the holographic point of view.4)–26) In spite of these developments,
it seems that we are still far from a good understanding of the dynamics of QCD. For
instance, in an interesting paper Ref. 5), Kruczenski, Mateos, Myers and Winters considered
probe D6-branes in a D4 background, which is supposed to be a dual of four-dimensional
Yang-Mills theory.27) On the basis of this model, they explored various aspects of low-
energy phenomena in QCD. An important ingredient which is still missing from their model,
however, is the appearance of the massless pions as Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated
with the spontaneous breaking of the U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R chiral symmetry in QCD.
In this paper, we propose another model to make progress toward a better understanding
of QCD with massless flavors from a holographic point of view. We construct a holographic
model by placing probe D8-branes into the same D4 background as in Ref. 5). The brane
configuration in the weakly coupled regime is given by Nc D4-branes compactified on a
supersymmetry-breaking S1 and Nf D8-D8 pairs transverse to this S
1: ∗)
0 1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7 8 9
D4 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
D8-D8 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
(1.1)
This system is T-dual to the D3/D9/D9 system considered in Ref. 28), with one difference
being that along the S1 cycle where the T-duality is taken, we impose anti-periodic boundary
conditions for the fermions on the D4-branes in order to break SUSY and to cause unwanted
fields to become massive. The U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R chiral symmetry in QCD is realized as the
∗) Holographic descriptions of QCD using D4/D8 and D4/D8/D8 systems are also considered in Ref. 8),
but the brane configuration used there is different from ours. Specifically, D4 and D8 are parallel in the
model used in Ref. 8), while in our model they are not.
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gauge symmetry of the Nf D8-D8 pairs. The very existence of the compact direction plays
a crucial role in obtaining a holographic understanding of chiral symmetry breaking. The
radial coordinate U transverse to the D4-branes is known to be bounded from below due to
the existence of a horizon U ≥ UKK in the supergravity background. As U → UKK, the radius
of the S1 shrinks to zero. It is found through the study of the DBI action that the D8/D8
branes merge at some point U = U0 to form a single component of the D8-branes, yielding,
in general, a one-parameter family of solutions (See Fig. 1).∗) On the resultant D8-brane,
only a single factor of U(Nf ) survives as the gauge symmetry. We interpret this mechanism
as a holographic manifestation of the spontaneous breaking of the U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R chiral
symmetry.
U
S1
D8
U kk
S1
D8
D8
U 0
Fig. 1. A sketch of D8 and D8 branes.
In this paper, we explore various aspects of massless QCD using the D4/D8 model.
Among those of interest is the appearance of massless pions as the Nambu-Goldstone bosons
associated with the spontaneous chiral U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R symmetry breaking. In fact, we find
massless pseudo-scalar mesons in the meson spectrum. We derive the low-energy effective
action of the massless pions and show that it is identical to that of the Skyrme model,
which consists of the chiral Lagrangian including the Skyrme term29)–32) (for a review, see
Ref. 33)). The Skyrme term was introduced by Skyrme to stabilize the soliton solution in
the non-linear sigma model. It was proposed that this soliton, called a Skyrmion, represent
a baryon. We argue that the Skyrmion can be identified as a D4-brane wrapped around S4,
which is constructed as a soliton in the world-volume gauge theory of the probe D8-branes.
This wrapped D4-brane is nothing but Witten’s baryon vertex, to which Nc fundamental
strings are attached, and it is considered a color singlet bound state of the Nc fundamental
quarks.34)
It is not difficult to generalize the effective action to include vector mesons. We compute
∗) Similar brane configurations are also considered in Refs. 7) and 5).
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three-point couplings involving the massless pions and the lightest vector mesons. It is found
that the D4/D8 model is closely related to that employed in the hidden local symmetry
approach. (For a comprehensive review, see Refs. 35) and 36).) We first discuss how its
conceptual framework is interpreted in the context of the D4/D8 model. Then, we report
the results of a numerical study, from which it is found that the D4/D8 model exhibits even
quantitatively good agreement with the model used in the hidden local symmetry approach.
In particular, a Kawarabayashi-Suzuki-Riazuddin-Fayyazuddin (KSRF) type relation among
the couplings is obtained.
We also consider the Chern-Simons (CS) term of the D8-brane. It is shown to yield the
correct chiral anomaly of the massless QCD. The D4/D8 model enables us to derive the
Wess-Zumino-Witten term in the chiral Lagrangian through the CS-term of the D8-brane
effective action. We also consider the axial U(1)A anomaly and its relation to the mass of
the η′ meson.
Although we expect that our holographic model is in the same universality class as the
four-dimensional massless large Nc QCD, they are unfortunately not equivalent in the high
energy regime, at least within the supergravity approximation. Actually, because we obtain
a four-dimensional theory by compactifying D4-branes to a circle of radius M−1KK, an infinite
tower of Kaluza-Klein modes of mass scale MKK arises. These Kaluza-Klein modes cannot
appear in realistic QCD. Another difference between the present model and QCD that we
can readily see from the brane configuration (1.1) is the existence of the SO(5) symmetry,
which acts as the rotation of the x5, · · · , x9 plane. This SO(5) symmetry also appears in the
supergravity background as an isometry. In analyzing the meson spectrum, we mainly focus
on SO(5) singlet states, since such symmetry does not exist in QCD.∗) A particular class
of exotic states that may be of interest is the fermionic mesons, which could possibly arise
from linear fluctuations of the fermions on the D8-brane. We investigate the appearance of
these states in Appendix B.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2, we explain the brane configuration
and the open string spectrum of the D4/D8/D8 system, emphasizing how chiral symmetry
emerges. In §3, we start our analysis with the Nf = 1 case. We solve the equation of
motion for the D8-brane DBI action in the D4 background and pick one solution which is
particularly convenient for the following analysis. By studying fluctuation modes around
the solution, we determine the degrees of freedom corresponding to the massless pions and
massive vector mesons. Numerical analysis of the meson spectrum is given in §4. In §5, we
proceed to the case of multiple flavors. As long as Nf ≪ Nc, the probe approximation is
∗) See Ref. 18) for an argument for the existence of a decoupling limit in which these exotic Kaluza-Klein
states become much heavier than the states which appear in four-dimensional QCD.
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still valid. We derive the Skyrme model as the low-energy effective action of the massless
pion field in the D4/D8 model. The three-point couplings of the pion and the lightest vector
meson are also calculated and compared with those in the hidden local symmetry approach.
The WZW term is also derived from the CS-term of the D8-brane in the D4 background.
We also study the baryon configuration and the mass of the η′ meson here. §6 is devoted to
a conclusion and discussion. In Appendix A, we summarize the conventions used for the CS
term and Ramond-Ramond (RR) potentials used in the present paper. Fluctuations of the
fermion on the D8-brane are analyzed in Appendix B.
After posting this paper in the preprint archive, we noticed an important paper, Ref. 59),
by Son and Stephanov. Motivated by the hidden local symmetry approach with a number of
gauge groups, they proposed the idea that a five-dimensional gauge theory on a curved space
is dual to QCD. Some of the results given in the present paper are given in Ref. 59) as well. On
the other hand, we emphasize that our model is based on the D4/D8 brane configuration and
the gauge/string correspondence. We argue that the concept of the hidden local symmetry
is naturally included in our model. One of the advantages of our model is that the five-
dimensional gauge theory is fixed by the brane configuration representing U(Nc) QCD with
Nf massless flavors, so that it provides a theoretical background for the appearance of the
five-dimensional holographic description of QCD.
§2. D4/D8/D8 system
As explained in the introduction, we construct holographic massless QCD using D4-
branes and D8-branes in type IIA string theory. Before moving to the supergravity descrip-
tion, let us summarize the open string spectrum in the weakly coupled regime. We consider
Nc D4-branes and Nf D8-D8 pairs extended as in (1.1). The x
4 direction is compactified on
a circle of radius M−1KK with anti-periodic boundary condition for the fermions. For energy
scales lower than MKK, we effectively obtain a four-dimensional U(Nc) gauge theory in the
D4-brane world-volume. Due to the boundary condition along the S1, the fermions that
arise from 4-4 strings (the open strings with both ends attached to the D4-brane) acquire
masses of order M−1KK, and the supersymmetry is thereby completely broken. Therefore, the
massless modes of the 4-4 strings consist of the gauge field A
(D4)
µ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the
scalar fields A
(D4)
4 , which is the x
4 component of the five-dimensional gauge field on the
D4-brane, and Φi (i = 5, · · · , 9). All of these modes belong to the adjoint representation
of the gauge group U(Nc). Because the supersymmetry is broken, the mass terms of the
scalar fields A
(D4)
4 and Φ
i are in general produced via one-loop corrections. The trace part
of A
(D4)
4 and Φ
i, denoted a4 and φ
i, are exceptional, and they remain massless, because the
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mass terms of these modes are protected by the shift symmetry A
(D4)
4 → A(D4)4 + α1Nc and
Φi → Φi + αi1Nc , where 1Nc denotes the Nc-dimensional unit matrix. However, since these
modes can only couple to the other massless modes through irrelevant operators, we expect
that they do not play an important role in the low-energy physics.
From the 4-8 strings and 4-8 strings (the open strings with one end attached to the
D4-brane and the other end to the D8-brane and D8-brane, respectively), we obtain Nf
flavors of massless fermions, which belong to the fundamental representation of the U(Nc)
gauge group. We interpret these fermions as quarks in QCD. As discussed in Ref. 28) for
the D3/D9/D9 system, which is T-dual to the present configuration, the chirality of the
fermions created by 4-8 strings is opposite to that created by the 4-8 strings. Therefore the
U(Nf )D8×U(Nf )D8 gauge symmetry of the Nf D8-D8 pairs is interpreted as the U(Nf )L×
U(Nf )R chiral symmetry of QCD.
The massless fields on the D4-brane are listed in Table I, and it is found that we ob-
tain four-dimensional U(Nc) QCD with Nf flavors with manifest U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R chiral
symmetry.
Table I. The massless fields on the D4-brane with D8-D8 pairs. Here 2+ and
2− denote the positive and negative chirality spinor representations of the
Lorentz group SO(3, 1).
field U(Nc) SO(3, 1) SO(5) U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R
A
(D4)
µ adj. 4 1 (1, 1)
a4 1 1 1 (1, 1)
φi 1 1 5 (1, 1)
qfL fund. 2+ 1 (fund., 1)
qf¯R fund. 2− 1 (1, fund.)
As discussed in Ref. 28), we could add a mass term for the quarks by including the
tachyon field created by the 8-8 string. However, because we use the DBI action of the D8-
branes to analyze the system in the following sections, we make the tachyon field massive by
separating the D8-branes and D8-branes along the x4 direction, as depicted on the left-hand
side of Fig. 1. More explicitly, the mass of the tachyon mode is given by
m2 =
(
∆x4
2πα′
)2
− 1
2α′
, (2.1)
where ∆x4 is the distance between the D8-branes and the D8-branes. We can make this
mode massive by choosing ∆x4 >
√
2πls.
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The massless spectrum on the D4-brane and the minimal couplings among them are not
affected by the separation ∆x4, as they do not involve 8-8 strings. Hence, the low-energy
theory is expected to be independent of ∆x4.
§3. Probe D8-brane
In order to obtain a holographic dual of the large Nc gauge theory, we consider the
SUGRA description of the D4/D8/D8 system discussed in the previous section in the decou-
pling limit. Assuming Nf ≪ Nc, we treat the D8-D8 pairs as probe D8-branes embedded in
the D4 background. In this section, we present the essential ingredients employed in subse-
quent sections by analyzing the case with one flavor. Generalization to the multi-flavor case
is given in §5.
3.1. The D4 background
The D4 background we consider here consists of Nc flat D4-branes with one of the spatial
world-volume directions compactified on S1, along which anti-periodic boundary conditions
are imposed for fermions. This background yields a holographic dual of four-dimensional
pure Yang-Mill theory at low energies.27) Here we mainly employ the notation used in
Ref. 5) and summarize the relation between the parameters in the supergravity solution and
in the gauge theory.
The D4-brane solution reads
ds2 =
(
U
R
)3/2 (
ηµνdx
µdxν + f(U)dτ 2
)
+
(
R
U
)3/2(
dU2
f(U)
+ U2dΩ24
)
,
eφ = gs
(
U
R
)3/4
, F4 = dC3 =
2πNc
V4
ǫ4 , f(U) = 1− U
3
KK
U3
, (3.1)
where xµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and τ are the directions along which the D4-brane is extended.
dΩ24 , ǫ4 and V4 = 8π
2/3 are the line element, the volume form and the volume of a unit S4,
respectively. R and UKK are constant parameters. R is related to the string coupling gs and
string length ls as R
3 = πgsNcl
3
s .
The coordinate U is bounded from below by the condition U ≥ UKK. In order to avoid
a singularity at U = UKK, τ must be a periodic variable with
τ ∼ τ + δτ , δτ ≡ 4π
3
R3/2
U
1/2
KK
. (3.2)
We define the Kaluza-Klein mass as
MKK =
2π
δτ
=
3
2
U
1/2
KK
R3/2
, (3.3)
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which specifies the energy scale below which the dual gauge theory is effectively the same
as four-dimensional Yang-Mills theory. The Yang-Mills coupling gYM at the cutoff scale
MKK can be read off of the DBI action of the D4-brane compactified on the S
1 as g2YM =
(2π)2gsls/δτ . The parameters R, UKK and gs are expressed in terms of MKK, gYM and ls as
R3 =
1
2
g2YMNcl
2
s
MKK
, UKK =
2
9
g2YMNcMKKl
2
s , gs =
1
2π
g2YM
MKKls
. (3.4)
As discussed in Ref. 5), this supergravity description is valid in the case 1 ≪ g2YMNc ≪
1/g4YM .
3.2. Probe D8-brane configuration
Here we consider a D8-brane probe in the D4 background, which corresponds to the
D4/D8/D8 system discussed in §2. The analysis here is parallel to that given in Ref. 5) for
the D4/D6/D6 system.
We consider a D8-brane embedded in the D4 background (3.1) with U = U(τ). Then
the induced metric on the D8-brane is given by
ds2D8 =
(
U
R
)3/2
ηµνdx
µdxν +
((
U
R
)3/2
f(U) +
(
R
U
)3/2
U ′2
f(U)
)
dτ 2 +
(
R
U
)3/2
U2dΩ24 ,
(3.5)
with U ′ = d
dτ
U . The D8-brane action is proportional to
SD8 ∝
∫
d4xdτ ǫ4 e
−φ
√
− det(gD8)
∝
∫
d4xdτ U4
√
f(U) +
(
R
U
)3
U ′2
f(U)
. (3.6)
Since the integrand of (3.6) does not explicitly depend on τ , we can obtain the equation of
motion as the energy conservation law,
d
dτ
 U4f(U)√
f(U) +
(
R
U
)3 U ′2
f(U)
 = 0 . (3.7)
The form of the solution of this equation is depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 1.
Assuming the initial conditions U(0) = U0 and U
′(0) = 0 at τ = 0, the solution of this
equation of motion is obtained as
τ(U) = U40 f(U0)
1/2
∫ U
U0
dU(
U
R
)3/2
f(U)
√
U8f(U)− U80 f(U0)
. (3.8)
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The qualitative features of this solution are similar to those found in Ref. 5) for the D4/D6/D6
system. It can be shown that the asymptotic value of τ(U) in the limit U →∞ is a monoton-
ically decreasing function of U0, which varies from τ(∞)|U0=UKK = δτ/4 to τ(∞)|U0→∞ = 0
. When U0 = UKK, the D8-brane and the D8-brane are at antipodal points on the S
1 pa-
rameterized by τ . In fact, τ(U) = δτ/4 is a solution of (3.7) with the correct boundary
conditions. As U0 →∞, a D8-D8 pair is sent to infinity and disappears.
The physical interpretation of this behavior in the dual gauge theory description is not
clear to us. The asymptotic value of τ should correspond to ∆x4 appearing in §2. However,
because, as argued in §2, ∆x4 is expected to be irrelevant in the low-energy effective theory
on the D4-brane, it is peculiar that the D8-brane configuration depends strongly on the
asymptotic value of τ . We leave this issue as a future work.
In what follows, we concentrate on the case U0 = UKK. In this case, it is useful to
introduce the new coordinates (r, θ) or (y, z) in place of (U, τ) with the relations
y = r cos θ , z = r sin θ , (3.9)
and
U3 = U3KK + UKKr
2, θ ≡ 2π
δτ
τ =
3
2
U
1/2
KK
R3/2
τ . (3.10)
Then the metric in the (U, τ) plane is written
ds2(U,τ) =
(
U
R
)3/2
f(U) dτ 2 +
(
R
U
)3/2
dU2
f(U)
=
4
9
(
R
U
)3/2(
UKK
U
dr2 + r2dθ2
)
, (3.11)
with
UKK
U
dr2 + r2dθ2 = (1− h(r)z2)dz2 + (1− h(r)y2)dy2 − 2h(r)zydzdy , (3.12)
where h(r) = 1
r2
(
1− UKK
U
)
. Note that (3.11) approaches the metric of a flat two-dimensional
plane near U = UKK and also that h(r) is a regular non-vanishing function in the neighbor-
hood of r = 0.
Now we consider a D8-brane extending along the xµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and z directions
and wrapped around the S4. The position of the D8-brane in the y direction is denoted
y = y(xµ, z). As we have seen above, y(xµ, z) = 0 is a solution of the equations of motion of
the D8-brane world-volume theory. In order to show the stability of the probe configuration,
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let us next examine small fluctuations around this solution. The induced metric on the
D8-brane is now written
ds2 =
4
9
(
R
U
)3/2 [(
UKK
U
+ y˙2 + h(z)(y2 − 2zyy˙)
)
dz2 + 2 (y˙ − h(z)zy) ∂µy dxµdz
]
+
+
(
U
R
)3/2(
ηµν +
4
9
(
R
U
)3
∂µy∂νy
)
dxµdxν +R3/2U1/2dΩ24 + O(y
4)
≡ ds2(5 dim) +R3/2U1/2dΩ24 , (3.13)
where y˙ = ∂zy and we have used the identity 1 − h(r)z2 = h(r)y2 + UKKU . Then, using the
formula
det
(
A B
C D
)
= detA · det(D − CA−1B) , (3.14)
and ignoring O(y4) terms, we have√
− det g(5dim)
≃ 2
3
(
U
R
)9/4(
UKK
U
)1/2(
1 +
2
9
(
R
U
)3
ηµν∂µy∂νy +
U
2UKK
(
h(z)(y2 − 2zyy˙) + y˙2)) .
(3.15)
Plugging this into the DBI action of the D8-brane, we obtain
SD8 = −T
∫
d4xdz ǫ4 e
−φ
√
− det g(5dim)
(
R3/2U1/2
)2
≃ −T˜
∫
d4xdz
[
U2z +
2
9
R3
Uz
ηµν∂µy∂νy + y
2 +
U3z
2UKK
y˙2
]
(3.16)
up to quadratic order in y, where we have defined T˜ ≡ 2
3
R3/2U
1/2
KK TV4 g
−1
s , with T =
1/((2π)8l9s), and
Uz(z) ≡ (U3KK + UKKz2)1/3 . (3.17)
Here the U(1) gauge potential on the D8-brane is omitted for simplicity. Then the energy
density carried by a fluctuation along the y direction is
E ≃ T˜
∫
dz
[
2
9
R3
Uz
3∑
µ=0
(∂µy)
2 + y2 +
U3z
2UKK
y˙2
]
≥ 0 . (3.18)
This guarantees that the probe configuration we found is stable with respect to small fluc-
tuations.
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3.3. Gauge field
In this subsection, we consider the gauge field on the probe D8-brane configuration
considered in the previous subsection. The gauge field on the D8-brane has nine components,
Aµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3), Az and Aα (α = 5, 6, 7, 8, the coordinates on the S
4). As mentioned in the
introduction, we are mainly interested in the SO(5) singlet states, and here we set Aα = 0
and assume that Aµ and Az are independent of the coordinates on the S
4. Then the action
becomes
SD8 = −T
∫
d9x e−φ
√
− det(gMN + 2πα′FMN) + SCS
= −T˜ (2πα′)2
∫
d4xdz
[
R3
4Uz
ηµνηρσFµρFνσ +
9
8
U3z
UKK
ηµνFµzFνz
]
+ O(F 3) . (3.19)
Let us assume that Aµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and Az can be expanded in terms of complete sets
{ψn(z)} and {φn(z)}, whose ortho-normal conditions will be specified below, as
Aµ(x
µ, z) =
∑
n
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z) , (3.20)
Az(x
µ, z) =
∑
n
ϕ(n)(xµ)φn(z) . (3.21)
The field strengths are given by
Fµν(x
µ, z) =
∑
n
(
∂µB
(n)
ν (x
µ)− ∂νB(n)µ (xµ)
)
ψn(z)
≡
∑
n
F (n)µν (x
µ)ψn(z) , (3.22)
Fµz(x
µ, z) =
∑
n
(
∂µϕ
(n)(xµ)φn(z)− B(n)µ (xµ)ψ˙n(z)
)
. (3.23)
Then, the action (3.19) is written
SD8 = −T˜ (2πα′)2
∫
d4xdz
∑
m,n
[
R3
4Uz
F (m)µν F
µν(n)ψmψn
+
9
8
U3z
UKK
(
∂µϕ
(m)∂µϕ(n)φmφn +B
(m)
µ B
µ(n)ψ˙mψ˙n − 2∂µϕ(m)Bµ(n)φmψ˙n
)]
.
(3.24)
Let us first consider the vector meson field B
(m)
µ . Omitting ϕ(m), we obtain
SD8 = −T˜ (2πα′)2
∫
d4xdz
∑
m,n
[
R3
4Uz
F (m)µν F
µν(n)ψmψn +
9
8
U3z
UKK
B(m)µ B
µ(n)ψ˙mψ˙n
]
.
(3.25)
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It is useful to define the quantities
Z ≡ z
UKK
, K(Z) ≡ 1 + Z2 =
(
Uz
UKK
)3
. (3.26)
Using these, the above action can be written
SD8 = −T˜ (2πα′)2R3
∫
d4xdZ
∑
n,m
[
1
4
K−1/3 F (n)µν F
(m)µνψnψm
+
1
2
M2KKK B
(n)
µ B
(m)µ ∂Zψn ∂Zψm
]
. (3.27)
Now we choose ψn (n ≥ 1) as the eigenfunctions satisfying
−K1/3 ∂Z (K ∂Zψn) = λnψn , (3.28)
with the normalization condition of ψn given by
T˜ (2πα′)2R3
∫
dZK−1/3 ψnψm = δnm . (3.29)
From these, we obtain
T˜ (2πα′)2R3
∫
dZ K ∂Zψm ∂Zψn = λnδnm (3.30)
and
SD8 =
∫
d4x
∞∑
n=1
[
1
4
F (n)µν F
µν(n) +
1
2
m2nB
(n)
µ B
µ(n)
]
, (3.31)
with m2n ≡ λnM2KK being non-zero and positive for all n ≥ 1. Thus B(n)µ is a massive vector
meson of mass mn.
Next, we include ϕ(n). In order to canonically normalize the kinetic term for ϕ(n), we
impose the ortho-normal condition
(φm, φn) ≡ 9
4
T˜ (2πα′)2U3KK
∫
dZ K φmφn = δmn , (3.32)
for the complete set {φn}. From (3.30), it is seen that we can choose φn = m−1n ψ˙n (n ≥ 1).
Note that there also exists a function φ0 that is orthogonal to ψ˙n for all n ≥ 1. Actually, if
we take φ0 = C/K, we have
(φ0, φn) ∝
∫
dZ ∂Zψn = 0 . (for n ≥ 1) (3.33)
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The normalization constant C can be determined by
1 = (φ0, φ0) =
9
4
T˜ (2πα′)2U3KK π C
2 . (3.34)
Then (3.23) becomes
Fµz = ∂µϕ
(0)φ0 +
∑
n≥1
(
m−1n ∂µϕ
(n) − B(n)µ
)
ψ˙n . (3.35)
Here, ∂µϕ
(n) can be absorbed into B
(n)
µ through the gauge transformation
B(n)µ → B(n)µ +m−1n ∂µϕ(n) . (3.36)
Then the action (3.24) becomes
SD8 = −
∫
d4x
[
1
2
∂µϕ
(0)∂µϕ(0) +
∑
n≥1
(
1
4
F (n)µν F
µν(n) +
1
2
m2nB
(n)
µ B
µ(n)
)]
. (3.37)
We interpret ϕ(0) as the pion field, which is the Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with the
chiral symmetry breaking. This interpretation will become clearer when we generalize the
analysis to the multi-flavor case in §5. The parity of this mode is determined in §4 (see also
§5.6), and it turns out that this field is a pseudo-scalar meson, as expected.
Since we are considering the Nf = 1 case here, the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry
is the axial U(1)A symmetry, and the associated NG boson is actually the analog of the η
′
meson. However, because U(1)A is anomalous, it can be a massless NG boson only in the
large Nc limit. The supergravity description of the U(1)A anomaly and the source of the η
′
meson mass are discussed in §5.8.
3.4. Az = 0 gauge
In the previous subsection, we implicitly assumed that the gauge potential vanishes in the
limit z → ±∞. In order to obtain a normalizable four-dimensional action, the field strength
should vanish as z → ±∞, and then we can always choose a gauge such that the gauge
potential vanishes asymptotically for large |z|. Here we make a comment on another gauge
choice, the Az = 0 gauge, which is used in later sections. Because the massless pseudo-scalar
meson ϕ(0) appears in Az as in (3.21), it might be thought that the meson would be gauged
away in the Az = 0 gauge. However, this is not the case. It is important to note that we
cannot choose a gauge that simultaneously satisfies both Az = 0 and Aµ → 0 (z → ±∞).
In changing to the Az = 0 gauge from the previous one, the massless pseudo-scalar meson
appears in the asymptotic behavior of Aµ.
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In the expansion (3.21), the Az = 0 gauge is realized through the gauge transformation
AM → AM − ∂MΛ , (3.38)
with
Λ(xµ, z) = ϕ(0)(xµ)ψ0(z) +
∞∑
n=1
ϕ(n)(xµ)m−1n ψn(z) , (3.39)
where ψ0 is defined as
ψ0(z) =
∫ z
0
dz′ φ0(z
′) = C UKK arctan
(
z
UKK
)
. (3.40)
Note that ψ0 can be thought of as the zero mode of the eigenequation (3.28), though it is
not normalizable. The gauge transformation (3.38) implies
Az(x
µ, z) = 0 ,
Aµ(x
µ, z) = −∂µϕ(0)(xµ)ψ0(z) +
∑
n≥1
(
B(n)µ (x
µ)−m−1n ∂µϕ(n)(xµ)
)
ψn(z) . (3.41)
We can absorb m−1n ∂µϕ
(n) in the second term of (3.41) into B
(n)
µ , and as a result we obtain
Aµ(x
µ, z) = −∂µϕ(0)(xµ)ψ0(z) +
∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z) . (3.42)
Here, a z-independent pure gauge term could be added, but it would not contribute to the
action, as it could be gauged away through a residual z independent gauge transformation.
The ϕ(0) dependence enters the gauge potential Aµ as the boundary conditions
Aµ(x
µ, z)→ ∓CUKKπ
2
∂µϕ
(0)(xµ) (as z → ±∞) (3.43)
in the Az = 0 gauge. A general gauge configuration with the boundary conditions (3.43) can
be expanded as (3.42). Although ψ0 in the expansion is non-normalizable, the field strength
is normalizable, and the action remains finite. In fact, because the action is independent of
the gauge choice, we, of course, reproduce the action (3.37) by inserting the expansion (3.42)
into (3.25).
§4. Analysis of meson spectra
In this section, we report the results of a numerical computation through which we deter-
mined the spectra of (pseudo-) scalar and (axial-) vector mesons by studying normalizable
fluctuations around the D8 probe configuration. We also determine their parity and com-
pare them with the observed mesons. The fluctuations of fermions on the probe brane are
considered in Appendix B.
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4.1. Vector mesons
As discussed in the previous subsection, we have to solve (3.28) with the normalization
condition given by (3.29). It is easily seen that the normalization condition is satisfied if ψn
behaves as ψn(z) ∼ O(za) with a < −1/6 as z → ±∞.
First, we note that the asymptotic behavior of ψn (i.e., in the limit z →∞) is
ψn(z) ∼ O(1) or O(z−1) (for z →∞) . (4.1)
We choose ψn ∼ z−1 in order to have a normalizable solution. It is then convenient to work
with the new wave function defined by
ψ˜n(Z) ≡ Z ψn(UKKZ) , (4.2)
which asymptotically behaves as
ψ˜n(Z) ∼ O(1) . (for Z →∞) (4.3)
In terms of ψ˜n, (3.28) reads
K∂2Z ψ˜n −
2
Z
∂Zψ˜n +
(
2
Z2
+ λnK
−1/3
)
ψ˜n = 0 . (4.4)
Using the new variable Z = eη, this can be recast as
∂2η ψ˜n + A∂ηψ˜n +Bψ˜n = 0 , (4.5)
where
A=−1 + 3e
−2η
1 + e−2η
=
∞∑
l=0
Al e
− 2l
3
η ,
B=
2e−2η
1 + e−2η
+ λne
− 2
3
η(1 + e−2η)−4/3 =
∞∑
l=0
Bl e
− 2l
3
η . (4.6)
For instance, we have
A0 = −1, A1 = A2 = 0, A3 = −2, A4 = A5 = 0, · · · ,
B0 = 0, B1 = λn, B2 = 0, B3 = 2, B4 = −4
3
λn, B5 = 0, · · · . (4.7)
Then, by expanding ψ˜n as
ψ˜n =
∑
l
αl e
− 2l
3
η , (4.8)
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with α0 = 1, it is easy to verify that the quantities αl obey the recursion relation
4l2
9
αl − 2
3
l∑
m=1
mAl−mαm +
l−1∑
m=0
Bl−mαm = 0 . (4.9)
This yields the following:
α1 = − 9
10
λn , α2 =
81
280
λ2n , α3 = −
1
3
− 27
560
λ3n , · · · . (4.10)
We used these data as an input to solve (3.28) numerically by means of a shooting method.
In this computation, we can assume ψn to be an even or odd function since Eq. (3.28) is
invariant under Z → −Z, and we impose the regularity conditions
∂Zψn(0) = 0 or ψn(0) = 0 , (4.11)
at Z = 0 for even and odd functions ψn, respectively.
Our study produced the following result:
λCPn = 0.67
−− , 1.6++ , 2.9−− , 4.5++ , · · · . (4.12)
Here C and P stand for charge conjugation and parity. To read off the parity, recall that
the action is invariant under the transformation (x1, x2, x3, z)→ (−x1,−x2,−x3,−z), which
is an element of the five-dimensional proper Lorentz transformation. This transformation
is interpreted as the parity transformation in the four-dimensional theory. Then, from the
expansion (3.42), we see that B
(n)
µ is a four-dimensional vector and axial vector when ψn is
an even and an odd function, respectively. Regarding the charge conjugation property of
B
(n)
µ , we show in §5.6 that B(n)µ is odd (even) when ψn(Z) is an even (odd) function. Because
ψ2k is odd and ψ2k+1 is even, the lightest mode, λ1, gives a vector meson with C = −1, and
we interpret it as the ρ meson. The second lightest one, λ2, is an axial-vector meson with
C = +1, which is interpreted as the a1(1260) meson (see, e.g., Ref. 41) for experimental data
concerning mesons). The third one, λ3, has C = P = −1, and therefore is identified with
ρ(1450).∗) Similarly, the massless meson ϕ(0) turns out to be a pseudo-scalar meson, since
ψ0 is an odd function. This is consistent with the interpretation given in §3.3.
Although we know that our model deviates from QCD above an energy scale around
MKK, it is tempting to compare our results with the observed meson table.
41) The ratio of
λ2 to λ1 should be compared with the ratio of m
2
a1(1260)
to m2ρ. The result is
λ2
λ1
≃ 1.6
0.67
≃ 2.4 (our model) ,
m2a1(1260)
m2ρ
≃ (1230 MeV)
2
(776 MeV)2
≃ 2.51 (experiment) .
∗) The spin 1 meson spectrum with alternating parity is observed in the open moose model.59)
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Also, the ratio of the mass squared of the ρ(1450) meson to that of the ρ meson is estimated
as
λ3
λ1
≃ 2.9
0.67
≃ 4.3 (our model) ,
m2ρ(1450)
m2ρ
≃ (1465 MeV)
2
(776 MeV)2
≃ 3.56 (experiment) .
4.2. Massive scalar mesons
Here, we follow the same procedure as in the previous subsection to obtain the meson
spectrum from the fluctuation of the scalar field y on the D8-brane. The action of y can be
read from (3.16), which is rewritten as
SD8 ≃ −4
9
T˜R3
∫
d4xdZ
[
1
2
K−1/3 (∂µy)
2 +
M2KK
2
(
K(∂Zy)
2 + 2y2
) ]
. (4.13)
We expand y as
y(xµ, z) =
∞∑
n=1
U
(n)(xµ)ρn(Z) , (4.14)
where {ρ}n≥1 is the complete set of the eigenequation
K1/3
[
− ∂Z(K∂Zρn) + 2ρn
]
= λ′nρn , (4.15)
with the normalization condition given by
4
9
T˜R3
∫
dZ K−1/3 ρnρm = δnm . (4.16)
Then, the action becomes
SD8 =
1
2
∫
d4x
∑
n
[(
∂µU
(n)
)2
+ λ′nM
2
KK
(
U
(n)
)2]
. (4.17)
Thus, U(n) gives a scalar or pseudo-scalar meson with mass squared given by λ′nM
2
KK. To
understand their parity nature, we note that y is a scalar field on the D8-brane world-volume.
This is because the CS coupling on it,
SCS ∼
∫
D8
F ∧ F ∧ C5 + · · · , C5 ∼ y dx0 ∧ · · · ∧ dx3 ∧ dz , (4.18)
dictates that y is parity even. Hence, U(n) is a scalar (pseudo-scalar) meson when ρn(Z) is
an even (odd) function, as seen from the decomposition (4.14). We see below that U(n) is
even (odd) under charge conjugation when ρn is even (odd).
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It can be seen that the asymptotic behavior of ρn is given by
ρn(Z) ∼ O(Z) or O(Z−2) . (for Z →∞) (4.19)
We consider the normalizable solutions and define
ρ˜n(Z) = Z
2ρn(Z) , (4.20)
which behaves as ρ˜n(Z) ∼ 1 for Z →∞. In terms of ρ˜n(Z), (4.15) becomes
K∂2Z ρ˜n − 2
(
1 +
2
Z2
)
Z∂Z ρ˜n +
(
6
Z2
+ λ′nK
−1/3
)
ρ˜n = 0 . (4.21)
Then, using Z = eη, we obtain
∂2η ρ˜n + C∂η ρ˜n +Dρ˜n = 0 , (4.22)
where
C=−3 + 5e
−2η
1 + e−2η
=
∞∑
l=0
Cl e
− 2l
3
η ,
D=
6e−2η
1 + e−2η
+ λ′ne
− 2
3
η(1 + e−2η)−4/3 =
∞∑
l=0
Dl e
− 2l
3
η . (4.23)
Next, expanding ρ˜n as
ρ˜ =
∞∑
l=0
βl e
− 2l
3
η , (4.24)
with β0 = 1, we find that βl obeys the recursion relation
4l2
9
βl − 2
3
l∑
m=1
mCl−mβm +
l−1∑
m=0
Dl−mβm = 0 . (4.25)
It follows that
β1 = − 9
22
λ′n , β2 =
81
1144
λ′2n , β3 = −
3
5
− 81
11440
λ′3n , · · · . (4.26)
We solve the differential equation (4.15) using a shooting method with the boundary condi-
tions specified by (4.24). As above, the regularity conditions
∂Zρn(0) = 0 or ρn(0) = 0 (4.27)
must be satisfied, because ρn is either an even function or an odd function. The result is
λ′CPn = 3.3
++ , 5.3−− , · · · . (4.28)
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Considering the quantum numbers, we find that the lightest mode should be identified with
a0(1450).
∗) The ratio of the mass squared of the a0(1450) meson to that of the ρ meson is
estimated as
λ′1
λ1
≃ 3.3
0.67
≃ 4.9 (our model) ,
m2a0(1450)
m2ρ
≃ (1474 MeV)
2
(776 MeV)2
≃ 3.61 (experiment) .
§5. Multi-flavor case
In this section, we generalize the previous analysis to the case of Nf > 1 flavor QCD by
introducing Nf probe D8-branes.
5.1. Fluctuation modes around multiple probe branes
From the holographic point of view, the effective action of the mesons is given by the
non-Abelian Born-Infeld action (plus CS-term) of the probe D8-brane, whose leading terms
are given by the non-Abelian generalization of (3.19),
SD8 = T˜ (2πα
′)2
∫
d4xdz 2 tr
[
R3
4Uz
ηµνηρσFµρFνσ +
9
8
U3z
UKK
ηµνFµzFνz
]
, (5.1)
where FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM + [AM , AN ] is the field strength of the U(Nf ) gauge field AM
(M = 0, 1, 2, 3, z) on the D8-brane. ∗∗) ∗∗∗) In order to obtain a finite four-dimensional action
for the modes localized around z = 0, the field strength FMN should vanish at z = ±∞.
This implies that the gauge field AM must asymptotically take a pure gauge configuration:
AM(x
µ, z)→ U−1± (xµ, z)∂MU±(xµ, z) . (as z → ±∞) (5.2)
Because π4(U(Nf )) = 0,
†) we can find a U(Nf )-valued function U(x
µ, z) such that
U(xµ, z)→ U±(xµ, z) . (as z → ±∞) (5.3)
Applying the gauge transformation
AM(x
M )→ AgM(xM) ≡ g(xM)AM(xM)g−1(xM) + g(xM)∂Mg−1(xM) (5.4)
∗) In the meson summary tables in Ref. 41), the lightest scalar meson with C = 1 and isospin I = 1 is
given by a0(980). However, we do not identify the lightest massive scalar meson U
(1) with a0(980), since it
is often regarded as a meson-meson resonance or a four-quark state. (See the “Note on Non-qq¯ Mesons” at
the end of the Meson Listings in Ref. 41).)
∗∗) In this section, we treat the gauge field AM as anti-Hermitian matrices.
∗∗∗) The extra factor of 2 in front of the trace is due to our normalization TrT aT b = 12δab of the generators
T a. In order to compensate for this factor, we redefine T˜ as T˜ = 13R
3/2U
1/2
KK TV4 g
−1
s in this section.
†) Here we consider the general Nf > 2 case. Nf = 2 is an exception, because pi4(U(2)) = Z2.
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with g(xµ, z) = U(xµ, z), we can make the gauge potential vanish asymptotically for large
|z|;
AM(x
µ, z)→ 0 . (as z → ±∞) (5.5)
Working in this gauge, we still have a gauge symmetry induced by the gauge function g
satisfying
∂Mg → 0 . (as z → ±∞) (5.6)
We interpret this residual gauge symmetry with g± ≡ limz→±∞ g(xµ, z) as an element of the
chiral symmetry (g+, g−) ∈ U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R in QCD. This interpretation is consistent with
our result given in §2 that the probe D8 consists of smoothly connected D8 and D8 branes,
each of which is responsible for U(Nf )L,R.
Recall that the pion field in the chiral Lagrangian is usually written as
e2ipi(x
µ)/fpi ≡ U(xµ) ∈ U(Nf ) , (5.7)
which transforms as
U(xµ)→ g+U(xµ)g−1− (5.8)
under the chiral symmetry (g+, g−) ∈ U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R. From the above interpretation of
the chiral symmetry in our holographic model, we consider that ∗)
U(xµ) = P exp
{
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dz′Az(x
µ, z′)
}
(5.9)
behaves as the pion field. It is also useful to define
ξ−1± (x
µ) = P exp
{
−
∫ ±∞
0
dz′Az(x
µ, z′)
}
. (5.10)
The pion field (5.9) can then be written as
U(xµ) = ξ−1+ (x
µ)ξ−(x
µ) . (5.11)
Under the residual gauge transformation, ξ±(x
µ) transforms as
ξ±(x
µ)→ h(xµ) ξ±(xµ) g−1± , (5.12)
where h(xµ) = g(xµ, z = 0) is the local gauge symmetry at z = 0. As we discuss in §5.4,
these are the basic ingredients in the hidden local symmetry approach.
∗) This form of the pion field is also considered in Ref. 59).
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In order to follow the procedure given in §3.4, we change to the Az = 0 gauge by applying
the gauge transformation with the gauge function
g−1(xµ, z) = P exp
{
−
∫ z
0
dz′Az(x
µ, z′)
}
, (5.13)
which changes the boundary conditions (5.5) for Aµ to
Aµ(x
µ, z)→ ξ±(xµ)∂µξ−1± (xµ) . (as z → ±∞) (5.14)
We can then expand the gauge field as in (3.42):
Aµ(x
µ, z) = ξ+(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
+ (x
µ)ψ+(z) + ξ−(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
− (x
µ)ψ−(z) +
∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z) ,
(5.15)
where ψ± is a zero mode of (3.28) with the appropriate boundary conditions prescribed.
More explicitly, we have ψ±(z) ≡ 12 ± ψ̂0(z), with
ψ̂0(z) ≡ 1
π
arctan
(
z
UKK
)
, (5.16)
ψ±(z) ≡ 1
2
± 1
π
arctan
(
z
UKK
)
. (5.17)
The residual gauge symmetry which maintains Az = 0 is given by the following z-
independent gauge transformation:
Aµ(x
µ, z)→ h(xµ)Aµ(xµ, z)h−1(xµ) + h(xµ)∂µh−1(xµ) . (5.18)
The component fields in the expansion (5.15) are then transformed as
B(n)µ (x
µ)→ h(xµ)B(n)µ (xµ)h−1(xµ) , (5.19)
along with (5.12) for ξ±(x
µ).
Because the parity transformation interchanges ξ+ and ξ−, it is also convenient to rewrite
(5.15) in parity eigenmodes as
Aµ(x
µ, z)=
(
ξ+(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
+ (x
µ)− ξ−(xµ)∂µξ−1− (xµ)
)
ψ̂0(z) +
+
1
2
(
ξ+(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
+ (x
µ) + ξ−(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
− (x
µ)
)
+
∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z)
≡αµ(xµ)ψ̂0(z) + βµ(xµ) +
∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z) , (5.20)
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where
αµ(x
µ) ≡ ξ+(xµ)∂µξ−1+ (xµ)− ξ−(xµ)∂µξ−1− (xµ)
= ξ−(x
µ)
(
U−1(xµ)∂µU(x
µ)
)
ξ−1− (x
µ) , (5.21)
βµ(x
µ) ≡ 1
2
(
ξ+(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
+ (x
µ) + ξ−(x
µ)∂µξ
−1
− (x
µ)
)
. (5.22)
Note that the residual gauge symmetry (5.12) acts on αµ and βµ as
αµ → hαµ h−1 , βµ → h βµh−1 + h∂µh−1 . (5.23)
In the following subsections, we often employ a gauge such that ξ−(x
µ) = 1 and U(xµ) =
ξ−1+ (x
µ), in which the expansion (5.15) becomes
Aµ(x
µ, z) = U−1(xµ)∂µU(x
µ)ψ+(z) +
∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z) . (5.24)
Another convenient gauge choice is that with ξ−1+ (x
µ) = ξ−(x
µ) ≡ ξ(xµ) = exp(iπ(xµ)/fpi).
In this gauge, we find
αµ =
{
ξ−1, ∂µξ
}
=
2i
fpi
∂µπ + O(π
3) ,
βµ =
1
2
[
ξ−1, ∂µξ
]
=
1
2f 2pi
[π, ∂µπ] + O(π
4) . (5.25)
5.2. Pion effective action
Let us first omit the vector meson fields B
(n)
µ (n ≥ 1) and consider the effective action
for the pion field U(xµ). Here we use the expansion (5.24). Then the field strength is
Fµν =
[
U−1∂µU,U
−1∂νU
]
ψ+(ψ+ − 1) ,
Fzµ = U
−1∂µU φ̂0 , (5.26)
where
φ̂0(z) ≡ ∂zψ+(z) = U
2
KK
π
1
U3z (z)
. (5.27)
Inserting this into the action (5.1), we obtain
SD8= T˜ (2πα
′)2
∫
d4xdz 2 tr
(
R3
4Uz
ψ2+(ψ+ − 1)2
[
U−1∂µU,U
−1∂νU
]2
+
9
8
U3z
UKK
φ̂20(U
−1∂µU)
2
)
= T˜ (2πα′)2
∫
d4x tr
(
A(U−1∂µU)
2 +B
[
U−1∂µU,U
−1∂νU
]2)
, (5.28)
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where
A ≡ 2
∫
dz
9
8
U3z
UKK
φ̂20 =
9UKK
4π
,
B ≡ 2
∫
dz
R3
4Uz
ψ2+(ψ+ − 1)2 =
R3b
2π4
. (5.29)
Here b is a numerical constant which is evaluated as
b ≡
∫
dZ
(1 + Z2)1/3
(
arctanZ +
π
2
)2 (
arctanZ − π
2
)2
≃ 15.25 · · · . (5.30)
The effective action (5.28) coincides with that of the Skyrme model. Actually, the action of
the Skyrme model is (for a review see Ref. 33))
S =
∫
d4x
(
f 2pi
4
tr
(
U−1∂µU
)2
+
1
32e2
tr
[
U−1∂µU,U
−1∂νU
]2)
, (5.31)
where fpi ≃ 93 MeV is the pion decay constant and e is a dimensionless parameter. Com-
paring (5.28) with (5.31), we obtain
f 2pi = 4 T˜ (2πα
′)2A =
1
54π4
(g2YMNc)M
2
KKNc (5.32)
and
e2 =
1
32 T˜ (2πα′)2B
=
27π7
2b
1
(g2YMNc)Nc
. (5.33)
Here we have used the useful relation
T˜ (2πα′)2 =
1
108π3
MKKNcl
−2
s , (5.34)
as well as (3.4).
Note that the Nc dependence of the parameters fpi and e in large Nc limit with fixed
’t Hooft coupling g2YMNc can be read off of (5.32) and (5.33) as fpi ∼ O(
√
Nc) and e ∼
O(1/
√
Nc), which are, of course, in agreement with the result obtained in large Nc QCD.
5.3. Including vector mesons
It is not difficult to include the vector meson fields B
(n)
µ in the above analysis. Let us now
include the lightest vector meson B
(1)
µ , which is identified as the ρ meson, in the expansion
(5.20). This gives
Aµ(x
µ, z) = αµ(x
µ)ψ̂0(z) + βµ(x
µ) + vµ(x
µ)ψ1(z) , (5.35)
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where vµ stands for B
(1)
µ . Then, using (5.25), the field strength Fµν is
Fµν=
2i
fpi
([∂µπ, vν ] + [vµ, ∂νπ])ψ1ψ̂0 +
1
f 2pi
[∂µπ, ∂νπ](1− 4ψ̂20)
+(∂µvν − ∂νvµ)ψ1 + [vµ, vν ]ψ21 + O((π, vµ)3) . (5.36)
Similarly, Fzµ is given by
Fzµ=αµ φ̂0 + vµψ˙1
=
2i
fpi
∂µπ φ̂0 + vµψ˙1 + O(π
3) . (5.37)
The effective action is obtained by inserting these into the action (5.1). For this purpose,
we use the relation∫
dz tr
[
R3
4Uz
F 2µν
]
=tr(∂µvν − ∂νvµ)2
∫
dz
R3
4Uz
ψ21
+2 tr ([vµ, vν ](∂
µvν − ∂νvµ))
∫
dz
R3
4Uz
ψ31
+
2
f 2pi
tr ([∂µπ, ∂νπ](∂
µvν − ∂νvµ))
∫
dz
R3
4Uz
ψ1(1− 4ψ̂20) + O((π, vµ)4) ,
(5.38)∫
dz tr
[
9
8
U3z
UKK
F 2µz
]
=
−4
f 2pi
tr(∂µπ∂
µπ)
∫
dz
9
8
U3z
UKK
φ̂20 + tr v
2
µ
∫
dz
9
8
U3z
UKK
ψ˙21 + O((π, vµ)
4) .
(5.39)
Now, the effective action becomes
SD8=
∫
d4x
[
− api2 tr (∂µπ∂µπ) + av2
(
1
2
tr(∂µvν − ∂νvµ)2 +m2v tr v2µ
)
+ av3 tr
(
[vµ, vν ](∂
µvν − ∂νvµ)
)
+ avpi2 tr
(
[∂µπ, ∂νπ](∂
µvν − ∂νvµ)
)]
+ O((π, vµ)
4) . (5.40)
Let us next determine the coefficients. First, we have
api2 = 2T˜ (2πα
′)2
4
f 2pi
∫
dz
9
8
U3z
UKK
φ̂20 = T˜ (2πα
′)2
9UKK
πf 2pi
= 1 , (5.41)
by definition (5.32). Also, it follows from (3.29) that
av2 = T˜ (2πα
′)2
∫
dz
R3
Uz
ψ21 = 1 . (5.42)
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The vector meson mass m2v is
m2v = T˜ (2πα
′)2
∫
dz
9
4
U3z
UKK
ψ˙21 = λ1M
2
KK , (5.43)
as seen in §3.3. The three-point couplings av3 and avpi2 are
av3 = T˜ (2πα
′)2
∫
dz
R3
Uz
ψ31 =
(6π)3/2√
Nc(g
2
YMNc)
Iv3 , (5.44)
and
avpi2 =
T˜ (2πα′)2
f 2pi
∫
dz
R3
Uz
ψ1(1− 4ψ̂20) =
π(3π)3/2
M2KK
√
2Nc(g2YMNc)
Ivpi2 , (5.45)
where Iv3 and Ivpi2 are numerical constants defined as
Iv3 =
∫
dZ K1/6Ψ 31 , (5.46)
Ivpi2 =
∫
dZ
(
1− 4
π2
arctan2(Z)
)
K−1/6Ψ1 . (5.47)
Here we have defined Ψn(Z) as
Ψn(Z) =
√
T˜ (2πα′)2R3 K(Z)−1/6ψn(UKKZ) , (5.48)
so that the normalization condition of Ψn takes the form∫
dZ Ψm(Z)Ψn(Z) = δmn . (5.49)
The numerical analysis described in §4 yields
λ1 ≃ 0.67 , Iv3 ≃ 0.45 , Ivpi2 ≃ 1.6 . (5.50)
5.4. Comparison to the hidden local symmetry approach
In this section, we show that the D4/D8 model embodies the idea of the hidden local
symmetry to construct the effective action of the pion and vector mesons. To this end, we
first give a brief review of the hidden local symmetry approach (for a comprehensive review,
see Refs. 35) and 36)).
We write the pion field as (5.11) and assume that the action is invariant under the global
chiral symmetry group Gglobal = U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R and a ‘hidden’ local symmetry group
Hlocal = U(Nf )V , which acts as (5.12) for (g+, g−) ∈ Gglobal and h(xµ) ∈ Hlocal. In addition,
we introduce the gauge potential of Hlocal, denoted by Vµ, which transforms as
Vµ(x
µ)→ h(xµ)Vµ(xµ)h−1(xµ) + h(xµ)∂µh−1(xµ) (5.51)
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under the local symmetry transformation h(xµ) ∈ Hlocal. Imposing the Gglobal ×Hlocal sym-
metry and parity, one can construct the following general Lagrangian up to second order in
derivatives of ξ±:
L0 = LA + aLV . (5.52)
Here, a is a constant and we have
LA =
f 2pi
4
tr(αµ)
2 =
f 2pi
4
tr (U−1∂µU)
2 , (5.53)
LV = f
2
pi tr (Vµ − βµ)2 , (5.54)
where αµ and βµ are defined in (5.21) and (5.22). The first term (5.53) is the Lagrangian
density of the usual non-linear sigma model associated with G/H . At this stage, the second
term (5.54) plays no role. Because Vµ does not contain a kinetic term, we can simply integrate
it out. Hence, the action defined as (5.52) is equivalent to that of the non-linear sigma model
with arbitrary a.
A key step is to postulate that the kinetic term for the gauge potential Vµ emerges
through a quantum effect and that the total action is given by
L
total = LA + aLV + L
kin
V , (5.55)
L
kin
V =
1
2g2
trF VµνF
V µν , F Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ + [Vµ, Vν ] . (5.56)
Then the vector field Vµ becomes dynamical and is identified as the ρ meson.
35), 37), 38) After
rescaling as Vµ → gVµ, we obtain
L
kin
V =
1
2
tr(∂µVν − ∂νVµ)2 + g tr ((∂µVν − ∂νVµ)[V µ, V ν ]) + O(V 4) ,
LA = − tr ∂µπ∂µπ + O(π4) ,
aLV = ag
2f 2pi trV
2
µ − ag tr (Vµ[π, ∂µπ]) + O(π4) . (5.57)
Then, LV can be written as
aLV = m
2
V trV
2
µ − 2gV pipi tr (Vµ[π, ∂µπ]) + O(π4) , (5.58)
with the relations
m2V = ag
2f 2pi , gV pipi =
a
2
g . (5.59)
The universality of the vector meson coupling
gV pipi = g (5.60)
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and the KSRF relation39), 40)
m2V = 2g
2
V pipif
2
pi (5.61)
hold when a = 2. ∗)
The relation to the D4/D8 model is now clear. As we saw in §5.1, the model naturally
possesses the Gglobal×Hlocal symmetry as part of the gauge symmetry on the probe D8-brane.
Furthermore, our model does contain the kinetic term of the vector meson field, which results
from the kinetic term of the gauge potential on the D8-brane.
We next make a quantitative comparison between the hidden local symmetry approach
and our model. Note that the vector meson field vµ appearing in §5.3 transforms homo-
geneously under Hlocal as in (5.19), while Vµ transforms as (5.51). Therefore, the gauge
potential Vµ should be identified with the vector field vµ in the relation
gVµ = gvµ + βµ . (5.62)
Here αµ cannot enter, because it violates parity. In order to compare the action (5.40) with
(5.57), we rewrite the latter in terms of vµ and π as
L
kin
V =
1
2
tr(∂µvν − ∂νvµ)2 + g tr ((∂µvν − ∂νvµ)[vµ, vν ])
+
1
gf 2pi
tr ((∂µvν − ∂νvµ)[∂µπ, ∂νπ]) + O((π, vµ)4) , (5.63)
aLV = ag
2f 2pi tr v
2
µ . (5.64)
Comparing this with (5.40), we have
m2v|HLS = ag2f 2pi = m2V , (5.65)
av3 |HLS = g , (5.66)
avpi2 |HLS = 1
gf 2pi
=
2gV pipi
m2V
, (5.67)
where HLS represents the variables employed in hidden local symmetry approach. Note that
(5.66) and (5.67) imply f 2piav3avpi2 |HLS = 1, while Eqs. (5.32), (5.44) and (5.45) imply
f 2piav3avpi2 = Iv3Ivpi2 . (5.68)
∗) The experimental values are
mρ ≃ 776 MeV, fpi ≃ 92.6 MeV, gρpipi ≃ 5.99 ,
m2ρ
g2ρpipif
2
pi
≃ 1.96 .
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According to the numerical analysis whose results are given in (5.50), the right-hand side of
(5.68) is approximately given by Iv3Ivpi2 ≃ 0.72, which is fairly close to but disagrees with
1. The disagreement cannot be resolved by adjusting the parameter a. It is due to the fact
that the action (5.55) is not a general action with the assumed symmetry. In fact, one could
add terms like
tr
(
F Vµν [α
µ, αν ]
)
, tr
(
F Vµν(∂
µβν − ∂νβµ + [βµ, βν ])) , tr (F Vµν [V µ − βµ, V ν − βν])
(5.69)
to the action (5.55), which contribute to the coefficients av3 and avpi2 , without breaking the
Gglobal×Hlocal symmetry. By contrast, the effective action for the D4/D8 model has no such
ambiguity, and even the higher derivative terms are in principle calculable in the framework
of string theory.
To determine if the relations (5.60) and (5.61) are realized in our model, we use the
relation
gV pipi =
m2vavpi2
2
, (5.70)
which is obtained by comparing the contribution to the ρ → ππ decay width in the action
(5.40) with that in (5.58). Then the KSRF relation (5.61) reads
m2va
2
vpi2f
2
pi = 2 , (5.71)
for which the prediction of the hidden local symmetry approach is
m2va
2
vpi2f
2
pi
∣∣
HLS
= a . (5.72)
In our model, the left-hand side of (5.71) is obtained from (5.32), (5.43) and (5.45) as
m2va
2
vpi2f
2
pi =
π
4
I2vpi2λ1 , (5.73)
which is estimated as pi
4
I2vpi2λ1 ≃ 1.3 from (5.50).
Similarly, the relation (5.60) can be written
m2vavpi2
2av3
= 1 , (5.74)
while we obtain
m2vavpi2
2av3
=
π
8
Ivpi2λ1
Iv3
(5.75)
from (5.43)–(5.45). The numerical value of the right-hand side is pi
8
I
vpi2
λ1
I
v3
≃ 0.93.
It is interesting that the combinations of the couplings in (5.73) and (5.75) are numerical
constants that are uniquely fixed without any adjustable parameters in the holographic
approach.
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5.5. Chiral anomaly and the WZW term
In this subsection, we discuss the role of the CS-term of the probe D8-brane. We argue
that this term yields the correct chiral anomaly of the dual QCD as well as the Wess-Zumino-
Witten term in the chiral Lagrangian.
The relevant term here is
SD8CS = µ
∫
D8
C3 trF
3 (5.76)
= µ
∫
D8
F4 ω5(A) , (5.77)
where F4 = dC3 is the RR 4-form field strength and ω5(A) is the Chern-Simons 5-form,
ω5(A) = tr
(
AF 2 − 1
2
A3F +
1
10
A5
)
, (5.78)
which satisfies dω5 = trF
3. The normalization constant is µ = 1/48π3. (See Appendix A
for details.) The equality between (5.76) and (5.77) holds only when the F4 flux is an exact
4-form and the surface term drops out. In the case that there is a non-trivial F4 flux, as in
the D4 background (3.1), we should use the expression (5.77) rather than (5.76),42) otherwise
the CS-term (5.76) vanishes, since we only include the five-dimensional components of the
gauge field Aµ, Az (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) and assume that they do not depend on the coordinates of
the S4.
The F4 flux is associated with the D4-brane charge. Integrating it over the S
4 in the D4
background (3.1), we obtain
1
2π
∫
S4
F4 = Nc , (5.79)
which implies
SD8CS =
Nc
24π2
∫
M4×R
ω5(A) , (5.80)
where M4 ×R is the five-dimensional plane parameterized by x0, · · · , x3 and z. Note, how-
ever, that there is an ambiguity in the expression (5.80), since the CS 5-form ω5(A) is not
gauge invariant. We postulate that the CS-term (5.80) is appropriate for the gauge in which
the gauge potential vanishes asymptotically as z → ±∞, as in (5.5).
In order to incorporate a background gauge field for the chiral U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R symme-
try into our holographic model, we utilize the non-normalizable mode in (4.1) and interpret
the asymptotic value of the gauge potential ∗)
ALµ(x
µ) ≡ lim
z→+∞
Aµ(x
µ, z), ARµ(x
µ) ≡ lim
z→−∞
Aµ(x
µ, z) (5.81)
∗) This manner of incorporating background gauge potentials is in accord with that in the open moose
model.59)
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as the background gauge potential for the U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R symmetry. Then, the infinites-
imal gauge transformation on the D8-brane (δΛA = dΛ+ [A,Λ]) gives
δΛω5(A) = dω
1
4(Λ,A) , (5.82)
where
ω14(Λ,A) = tr
(
Λd
(
AdA+
1
2
A3
))
, (5.83)
and hence the gauge transformation of the CS-term (5.80) is
δΛS
D8
CS =
Nc
24π2
∫
M4×R
dω14(Λ,A) =
Nc
24π2
∫
M4
(
ω14(Λ,A)|z=+∞ − ω14(Λ,A)|z=−∞
)
=
Nc
24π2
∫
M4
(
ω14(ΛL, AL)− ω14(ΛR, AR)
)
. (5.84)
This reproduces the chiral anomaly in QCD.
It is also convenient to work in the Az = 0 gauge. We carry out the gauge transfor-
mation with the gauge function given in (5.13) to change to the Az = 0 gauge. The gauge
transformation of the CS 5-form ω5(A) is given by
ω5(A
g) = ω5(A) +
1
10
tr(gdg−1)5 + dα4(dg
−1g, A) , (5.85)
with
α4(V,A) = −1
2
tr
(
V (AdA+ dAA+ A3)− 1
2
V AV A− V 3A
)
, (5.86)
where Ag = gAg−1 + gdg−1. Then the CS-term (5.80) is obtained as
SD8CS = −
Nc
24π2
∫
M4
(
α4(dξ
−1
+ ξ+, AL)− α4(dξ−1− ξ−, AR)
)
+
Nc
24π2
∫
M4×R
(
ω5(A
g)− 1
10
tr(gdg−1)5
)
. (5.87)
To see that this is equivalent to the WZW term appearing in the literature, we expand Ag
as
Agµ(x
µ, z) = A
ξ+
Lµ(x
µ)ψ+(z) + A
ξ−
Rµ(x
µ)ψ−(z) +
∑
n≥1
B(n)µ (x
µ)ψn(z) (5.88)
and take the gauge such that ξ−(x
µ) = 1 and ξ−1+ (x
µ) = U(xµ). Omitting B
(n)
µ for simplicity,
we obtain ∫
M4×R
ω5(A
g) =
1
2
∫
M4
tr
[
(AU
−1
L AR −ARAU
−1
L )d(A
U−1
L + AR)
+
1
2
AU
−1
L ARA
U−1
L AR +
(
(AU
−1
L )
3AR − A3RAU
−1
L
)]
. (5.89)
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After somewhat lengthy but straightforward algebra, we obtain
SD8CS = −
Nc
48π2
∫
M4
Z − Nc
240π2
∫
M4×R
tr(gdg−1)5 , (5.90)
where g satisfies the boundary conditions
lim
z→−∞
g(xµ, z) = 1 , lim
z→+∞
g(xµ, z) = U−1(xµ) , (5.91)
and Z reads
Z = tr[(ARdAR + dARAR + A
3
R)(U
−1ALU + U
−1dU)− p.c.]
+ tr[dARdU
−1ALU − p.c.] + tr[AR(dU−1U)3 − p.c.]
+
1
2
tr[(ARdU
−1U)2 − p.c.] + tr[UARU−1ALdUdU−1 − p.c.]
− tr[ARdU−1UARU−1ALU − p.c.] + 1
2
tr[(ARU
−1ALU)
2] . (5.92)
Here “p.c.” represents the terms obtained by exchanging AL ↔ AR, U ↔ U−1. This is
identical to the WZW term in Refs. 43) and 44).
Using (5.87) and (5.88), the couplings to the vector mesons are also rather easy to work
out. This will be explored elsewhere.
5.6. Parity and charge conjugation
Recall that both parity and charge conjugation in QCD interchange the left- and right-
handed components of the Dirac spinor. In terms of the D4/D8/D8 system discussed in
§2, this implies that parity and charge conjugation interchange D8 and D8. In our holo-
graphic description, interchanging D8 and D8 corresponds to the transformation z → −z on
the probe D8-brane, though flipping the sign of z alone does not keep the CS-term (5.80)
invariant.
As argued in §4, the parity transformation is given by the transformation (x1, x2, x3, z)→
(−x1,−x2,−x3,−z). Then, it acts on the component fields in (5.15) as
ξ± → ξ∓, U → U−1, π → −π, B(n)µ → (−1)n+1B(n)µ , (5.93)
together with the coordinate transformation (x1, x2, x3, z) → (−x1,−x2,−x3,−z). Charge
conjugation involves flipping the orientation of the string, which amounts to taking the trans-
pose of the gauge field on the probe D8-brane. As can be easily shown, the transformation
A→ −AT induces F → −F T and the CS 5-form transforms ω5(A) → ω5(−AT ) = −ω5(A).
Therefore, the transformation A → −AT together with z → −z keeps the action invariant.
In terms of the component fields, it acts as
ξ± → ξ∗∓, U → UT , π → πT , B(n)µ → (−1)nB(n)Tµ , (5.94)
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while z → −z.
In summary, the massless meson π has JPC = 0−+, and the vector meson B
(n)
µ has
JPC = 1−− and JPC = 1++ for odd and even n, respectively.
The C-parity of the massive scalar mesons considered in §4.2 is the same as the parity,
since the scalar field y is even under charge conjugation for the same reason that it is even
under parity. Hence the field U(n) in the expansion (4.14) represents a massive scalar meson
with JPC = 0++ and JPC = 0−− for odd and even n, respectively.
5.7. Baryon
A baryon in the AdS/CFT context is realized as a D-brane wrapped around a sphere.34)
In our case, it is a D4-brane wrapped around the S4. By contrast, a baryon in the Skyrme
model is realized as a soliton.29)–31) As we saw in §5.2, the low-energy effective theory on the
D8-brane includes the Skyrme model, and hence it is natural to expect that the Skyrmion
and the wrapped D4-brane are related. Actually, the wrapped D4-brane can be realized
as a gauge configuration carrying a non-trivial topological charge on the D8-brane. Here
we will explain that this topological charge is related to the baryon number charge and the
Skyrmion constructed on the D8-brane does correspond to the wrapped D4-brane. ∗)
Let us consider a static configuration of the gauge field on the D8-brane and denote by
B ≃ R4 the four-dimensional space parameterized by (x1, x2, x3, z). The charge n of the
wrapped D4-brane is related to the instanton number on B as45)
1
8π2
∫
B
trF 2 = n . (5.95)
To see that the instanton number n can be interpreted as the baryon number, recall that the
baryon number charge is defined as 1/Nc times the charge of the diagonal U(1)V subgroup
of the U(Nf )V symmetry. Inserting the gauge field A = Acl + a 1Nf on the probe D8-brane,
where Acl is an instanton configuration satisfying (5.95) and a is a fluctuation of the U(1)V
gauge field, into the CS-term (5.80), we obtain
SD8CS ≃
Nc
8π2
∫
R×B
a trF 2cl ≃ nNc
∫
R
a , (5.96)
up to linear order with respect to the fluctuation a. Here we have assumed that the instanton
solution possesses a point-like configuration. The coupling (5.96) implies that the instanton
configuration represents a point-like particle with U(1)V charge nNc; that is, it is a particle
of baryon number n.
∗) The relation between instantons in a five-dimensional gauge theory and the Skyrmion was first pointed
out in Ref. 59).
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Furthermore, using the relation
trF 2 = dω3(A), ω3(A) = tr
(
AF − 1
3
A3
)
(5.97)
and the boundary conditions for the gauge field as in (5.24), ∗)
lim
z→+∞
Aµ(x
µ, z) = U−1(xi)∂iU(x
i) , lim
z→−∞
Aµ(x
µ, z) = 0 , (5.98)
the baryon number can be expressed as
n =
1
8π2
∫
B
trF 2 =
1
8π2
∫
∂B
ω3(A)
∣∣∣
z=∞
= − 1
24π2
∫
R3
tr(U−1dU)3 . (5.99)
The last expression here counts the winding number of U , which represents the homo-
topy group π3(U(Nf )) ≃ Z. It coincides with the baryon number charge in the Skyrme
model.43), 46)
The mass of the baryon is roughly approximated as the energy carried by the D4-brane
wrapped around the S4, which can be read from the D4-brane world-volume action,
SD4 = − 1
(2π)4 l5s gs
∫
R×S4
dx0 ǫ4
√−g00 g(S4) e−φ
= − V4
(2π)4 l5s gs
(
UKK
R
)3/4
(R3/2U
1/2
KK)
2
(
R
UKK
)3/4 ∫
R
dx0
= − 1
27π
MKK(g
2
YMNc)Nc
∫
R
dx0 . (5.100)
Thus the baryon mass is
mbaryon =
1
27π
MKK(g
2
YMNc)Nc . (5.101)
Note that we correctly obtain mbaryon ∼ O(Nc), as expected in large Nc QCD. To be more
precise, we should solve the equations of motion for the effective action of the D8-brane and
work out the energy carried by the solution, as done in Ref. 32) for the Skyrme model.
5.8. Axial U(1)A anomaly and the η
′ mass
In massless QCD, the axial U(1)A symmetry is broken due to an anomaly. However, in
the large Nc limit, the broken symmetry is restored, because the anomaly is a subleading
effect in the 1/Nc expansions. This means that in (and only in) the large Nc limit, the
spontaneous breaking of the U(1)A symmetry yields a massless NG boson. This massless
∗) Here, because pi3(U(Nf )) is non-trivial, we cannot employ the treatment given around (5.5) in order
to make Aµ vanish as z → ±∞ through a gauge transformation within the static configuration.
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boson is regarded as the η′ meson. For a large but finite Nc, the η
′ meson becomes massive,
because of the anomaly, gaining a mass that is O(N−1c ). In this subsection, we discuss how
the axial U(1)A anomaly and the mass of the η
′ meson can be understood in the supergravity
description. A key observation was made in Ref. 49). In that work, the anomaly cancellation
of the type IIB D9-D9 system is examined, and it is shown that the gauge field corresponding
to the U(1)A symmetry of the D9-D9 system becomes massive by absorbing the RR 0-form
field C0. As seen below, the η
′ meson acquires mass through an analogous mechanism in
our brane configuration. For previous closely related works on the U(1)A anomaly and the
η′ mass by means of supergravity, see Refs. 15) and 50) .
The axial U(1)A symmetry transformation in QCD acts on the quark fields q
f (f =
1, · · · , Nf) as
qf → eiγ5αqf . (5.102)
It is well known that the anomalous U(1)A transformation is compensated for by the following
shift of the theta parameter:
θ → θ + 2Nfα . (5.103)
This relation can be seen in our supergravity description as follows. The theta parameter in
QCD is related to the RR 1-form C1 or its field strength F2 as
∗)
θ =
∫
S1
C1 =
∫
R2
F2 , (5.104)
where S1 is the circle parameterized by τ evaluated in the limit U → ∞ and R2 is the
two-plane parameterized by (U, τ) or (y, z).47)
When there exist Nf D8-branes, the RR fields are not invariant under the gauge trans-
formation. It is shown in Ref. 42) that the anomaly cancellation requires that the RR 1-form
transform as
δΛC1 = −i tr(Λ)δ(y)dy (5.105)
under the infinitesimal U(Nf ) gauge transformation δΛA = dΛ+[Λ,A]. Then it follows from
(5.104) that the shift of the theta parameter is given by
δΛθ = −i trΛ|z=+∞ + i trΛ|z=−∞ . (5.106)
Recall that the axial U(1)A symmetry is embedded in the chiral U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R symmetry
as a subgroup whose element is of the form (eiα, e−iα) which is interpreted as the gauge
∗) See Appendix A for our normalization of the RR fields.
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transformation with Λ|z=±∞ = ±i α·1Nf in the D4/D8model. Therefore, the theta parameter
is shifted as
δΛθ = 2Nfα (5.107)
under the U(1)A symmetry transformation, as expected.
Because F2 = dC1 is not invariant under the gauge transformation, it is convenient to
define the gauge invariant combination
F˜2 ≡ dC1 + i tr(A) ∧ δ(y)dy . (5.108)
Then the integral of F˜2 over the (y, z) plane is∫
R2
F˜2 = θ + i
∫ ∞
−∞
dz tr(Az) = θ +
√
2Nf
fpi
η′ . (5.109)
Here, the η′ meson is the U(1) part of the pion matrix π, and we have used (5.7) and (5.9)
to obtain the relation ∗)
i
∫ ∞
−∞
dz tr(Az) =
2
fpi
tr(π) =
√
2Nf
fpi
η′ . (5.110)
In the supergravity action, the kinetic term of C1 should be modified in a gauge invariant
way as
SkinC1 = −
1
4π(2πls)6
∫
d10x
√−g |F˜2|2 . (5.111)
The solution of the equation of motion satisfying the condition (5.109) can be found in
Refs. 47) and 15). It is given by
F˜2 =
c
U4
(
θ +
√
2Nf
fpi
η′
)
dU ∧ dτ , (5.112)
where
c ≡ 3U
3
KK
δτ
=
4
35π
(g2YMNc)
3M4KKl
6
s . (5.113)
Inserting (5.112) into the action (5.111), we obtain
SkinC1 = −
χg
2
∫
d4x
(
θ +
√
2Nf
fpi
η′
)2
, (5.114)
∗) We use the U(Nf ) generators T
a normalized as TrT aT b = 12δab, whose U(1) part is T
0 = 1√
2Nf
1Nf .
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where
χg =
1
4(3π)6
(g2YMNc)
3M4KK (5.115)
is the topological susceptibility.47), 48) This is the mass term of the η′ meson with the mass
given by the Witten-Veneziano formula51), 52)
m2η′ =
2Nf
f 2pi
χg . (5.116)
Inserting (5.32) and (5.115) into this formula, we obtain
mη′ =
1
3
√
3π
√
Nf
Nc
(g2YMNc)MKK . (5.117)
§6. Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we have discussed aspects of massless QCD using the D4/D8 model in
the probe approximation in which Nf ≪ Nc. We have argued that this model reproduces
various low-energy phenomena of massless QCD. In particular, the spontaneous breaking of
the chiral U(Nf )L × U(Nf )R symmetry is realized through a smooth interpolation of D8-
D8 pairs in the D4/D8 model. By analyzing fluctuations around the probe D8-branes, we
have found massless pseudo-scalar mesons which should be identified with the NG bosons
associated with the chiral symmetry breaking. The low-energy effective action for the pion
field on the D8-brane is consistently written in the form of the chiral Lagrangian. In fact,
approximating the non-Abelian DBI action of the D8-brane by the Yang-Mills action, we
have shown that the low-energy effective action for the pion field is actually the same as that
in the Skyrme model.
In addition to the massless pion, we have also discussed vector mesons. An intriguing
point here is that the pion and all the vector mesons result from the same gauge field on
the probe D8-brane. The effective action of these mesons can be elegantly expressed as that
of the five-dimensional Yang-Mills theory in a curved background (5.1) with the CS-term
(5.80). Inserting the mode expansion of the gauge potential, we obtain a rather conventional
four-dimensional effective action in terms of the pion and the vector mesons. It turns out
that this effective action is closely related to that obtained in the hidden local symmetry
approach. We evaluated some couplings among the pion and the lightest vector meson and
found that they satisfy a KSRF-type relation, suggesting that the holographic description is
effective.
We also found that the CS term on the probe D8-brane yields the WZW term. The WZW
term for the pion effective action is written by using a five-dimensional manifold whose
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boundary is our four-dimensional world. This can be viewed as a prototype of the more
recent idea of the holographic description of four-dimensional gauge theories. In the D4/D8
model, the five-dimensional manifold has the physical meaning of the world-volume of the
probe D8-brane. Furthermore, our derivation of the WZW term including the background
gauge potential is even practically simpler than the original one.
We have also studied baryons composed of massless quarks. As argued by Witten,34) a
baryon can be constructed in the SUGRA description by introducing a baryon vertex. In
the present context, this is given by a D4-brane wrapped around the S4. In the absence
of the flavor branes, it was shown that Nc fundamental strings have to be attached to the
D4-brane, suggesting that Nc quarks are bound to form a baryon. In the D4/D8 model, this
wrapped D4-brane is interpreted as the Skyrmion constructed on the probe D8-brane. This
interpretation helps us understand the relation between a bound state of Nc quarks and a
soliton of the pion effective theory.
Finally, we investigated how the U(1)A anomaly can be seen in the D4/D8 model. We
showed that under the U(1)A transformation, the θ angle is shifted in a manner consistent
with a field theory result. Furthermore, we derived the Witten-Veneziano formula for the
mass of the η′ meson. Crucial in this derivation is the fact that the RR 1-form field in the
presence of the D8-branes is not gauge invariant, and the gauge field on the D8-brane has
to couple with the RR 1-form field in such a way that the RR 1-form field has a gauge
invariant kinetic term. The advantage of our approach is that the η′ meson exists in the
gauge field on the D8-brane, and we can use the standard anomaly analysis to derive the
coupling without performing an explicit calculation of the string theory amplitudes. Note
also that the particles created from the fluctuations of the RR 1-form field are interpreted
as glueballs. Hence, the SUGRA description enables us to calculate the coupling between
the glueballs and the η′ meson explicitly, as is partly done in Ref. 15) for the D4/D6 model.
With all this success, we have come to believe that the D4/D8 model is in the same
universality class as QCD. However, as mentioned in the introduction, our D4/D8 model
deviates from QCD at the energy scale of MKK, which is, unfortunately, the same energy
scale of the mass of the vector mesons. In addition, the supergravity approximation and the
probe approximation may not be sufficiently precise to be applied to the realistic situation
in which Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. Nevertheless, the numerical results for the spectrum of
vector mesons agree well with the experimental data. Although it is difficult to justify this
agreement, it encourages us to believe that the D4/D8 model successfully captures even
quantitative features of QCD.
We end this paper with some comments on future directions. First, it would be interesting
to introduce massive flavors into the D4/D8 model. One outcome of obtaining a flavor with
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non-vanishing mass is that with it one can compute the chiral condensate by differentiating
the effective action with respect to the mass parameter, as was done in the D4/D6 model.5)
One possible way to introduce the quark mass term is to include the tachyon field of the
D8-D8 system, as discussed in Ref. 28) for the case of QED. It is, however, not clear if the
effective theory including the tachyon field is tractable.
It is important to investigate the WZW term considered in §5.5 in more detail. A
generalization of the WZW term to incorporate the ρ meson is carried out in Refs. 44) and
53). The expression (5.87) also defines a systematic way to include couplings to the vector
mesons into the WZW term. This approach may be even more powerful than the others, as
(5.87) contains not only the lightest vector meson (the ρ meson) but also heavier vector and
axial-vector mesons.
The couplings among the mesons and the background gauge fields are of great interest. It
would be worthwhile to include the background gauge field in the effective action, as we did
for the WZW term, and check if the vector meson dominance hypothesis holds in the D4/D8
model. (See Ref. 54) for recent developments along this line in the context of AdS/CFT.)
We have argued that the five-dimensional Yang-Mills theory (5.1), which comes from
the nine-dimensional non-Abelian DBI action on the probe D8-brane, gives a simple and
powerful holographic description of the low-energy effective theory of QCD. In fact, it auto-
matically incorporates the contributions from an infinite number of scalar and vector mesons.
As a further application, it would be interesting to study the properties of the instantons
considered in §5.7 in more detail to gain deeper insight into baryons.
We can also analyze massless QCD at finite temperatures using the D4/D8 model. Fol-
lowing the idea presented in Refs. 55) and 27), the authors of Ref. 5) analyzed the finite
temperature QCD using two SUGRA backgrounds, which are believed to describe QCD
(without flavors) in high and low temperature phases. The low temperature solution is
obtained from the solution (3.1) through the Wick rotation t → tE = it and making the
Euclidean time periodic as tE ∼ tE + 1/T . The high temperature solution is obtained by
exchanging the roles of the τ and tE directions in the low temperature solution. In Ref. 5),
the flavor degrees of freedom are obtained by embedding probe D6-branes into these back-
grounds, and the phase structure of the finite temperature QCD with flavors is examined.
It is straightforward to extend this study to the D4/D8 model by placing a D8-brane probe
in the same SUGRA backgrounds. In this system, we can easily understand the restoration
of chiral symmetry at high temperatures. Recall that the spontaneous breaking of chiral
U(Nf )L×U(Nf )R symmetry is realized as a smooth interpolation of D8-D8 pairs. However,
this never happens at high temperatures. This is because in the SUGRA background that
governs the high temperature phase, the circle transverse to the D8-D8 pairs does not shrink
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to zero, and therefore the D8-D8 pairs do not intersect each other. A thorough investigation
of finite temperature QCD using the D4/D8 model would be worthwhile.
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Appendix A
Normalization of the RR fields and the Chern-Simons term
Here we fix our normalization of the RR fields. A standard CS coupling on a Dp-brane
is (see Ref. 56))
SDpCS = µp
∫
Dp
∑
q
Cq+1 ∧ tr e2piα′F = µp
∫
Dp
∑
n=0,1,···
Cp−2n+1 ∧ 1
n!
(2πα′)n trF n , (A.1)
with µp = (2π)
−pl
−(p+1)
s . Recall that µp is fixed from the following action of Cp+1 with a
minimal coupling constant given by µp:
SRR = − 1
4κ210
∫
10
Fp+2 ∧∗ Fp+2 + µp
∫
Dp
Cp+1 , (A.2)
where 2κ210 = (2π)
7l8s and Fp+2 = dCp+1. The equation of motion for Cp+1 is given by
1
2κ210
d∗Fp+2 = µpδ⊥ . (A.3)
Thus a unit electric charge of Cp+1 takes the form∫
S8−p
∗Fp+2 =
∫
S8−p
dC7−p = 2κ
2
10µp . (A.4)
By rescaling Cp+1 as
Cp+1 → κ
2
10µ6−p
π
Cp+1 , (A.5)
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an RR charge is measured in units of 2π. This is the convention employed in this paper. In
this case, the minimal coupling of an RR potential becomes
µp
κ210µ6−p
π
∫
Dp
Cp+1 =
∫
Dp
Cp+1 . (A.6)
Using (A.5), (A.1) can be rewritten as
SDpCS =
∫
Dp
∑
n=0,1,···
κ210µpµ6−p+2n
π
(2πα′)nCp−2n+1 ∧ 1
n!
trF n
=
∫
Dp
∑
n=0,1,···
Cp−2n+1 ∧ 1
(2π)nn!
trF n
=
∫
Dp
∑
q
Cq+1 ∧ tr e F2pi . (A.7)
In this convention, Cp+1 and C7−p are related by the Hodge dual as
∗dCp+1 =
µp
µ6−p
dC7−p = (2πls)
2(3−p) dC7−p . (A.8)
Also, the kinetic term of Cp+1 becomes
SkinRR = −
1
4π
(2πls)
2(p−3)
∫
10
dCp+1 ∧ ∗dCp+1 . (A.9)
Appendix B
Fluctuations of fermions on D8
Here we consider a single fermion on a probe D8-brane.
We start with the action ∗)
SfD8 = k
∫
d9x
√
− det g e−φ Ψ¯ iD/ 9Ψ , (B.1)
where k is a constant, Ψ is a Majorana spinor, and g is the (8+1)-dimensional induced metric
on the probe D8-brane given by
ds29 = (R
3UKK)
1/2
[
4
9
M2KKK
1/2dx2µ +
4
9
K−5/6dZ2 +K1/6dΩ24
]
. (B.2)
The Dirac operator iDˆ/9 of the metric (B.2) can be evaluated as
iDˆ/9 =
1
(R3UKK)1/4
[
K−1/4 i∂/+
2
3
MKKK
−1/12 iDˆ/+MKKΓ4
(
K5/12 i∂Z +
4
3
iZK−7/12
)]
.
(B.3)
∗) Fermions on D-branes in a generic SUGRA background couple to the dilaton and RR-potentials.57), 58)
In the present case, it is not difficult to show that their contribution to the action (B.1) vanishes.
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Here we define A = (a, 4, l) as an index of a (8+1)-dimensional local Lorentz frame, with
a = 0, 1, 2, 3 and l = 5, 6, 7, 8. ΣAB =
1
4
[ΓA, ΓB] is the generator of SO(8, 1) in the spin
representation. ∂/ = Γ µ∂µ and Dˆ/ = Γ
lDˆl with Dˆl = ∂ˆl + ŵ
mn
,lΣmn, which is written in the
ortho-normal frame of a unit S4.
Note that an (8+1)-dimensional gamma matrix satisfies the relation
C
T = C , (ΓA)T = C−1ΓAC , (B.4)
where C is a charge conjugation matrix. From this and the fact that Ψ is a Majorana spinor,
we find
Ψ¯ΓAΨ = 0 . (B.5)
Then, rescaling Ψ by Ψ˜ given by
Ψ = K−13/24 Ψ˜ , (B.6)
and using (B.5), the action becomes
SfD8 = k˜
∫
d4x dZ ǫ4
¯˜
Ψ
[
K−2/3i∂/+MKK
(
iΓ4∂Z +
2
3
K−1/2iDˆ/
)]
Ψ˜ , (B.7)
with k˜ = 2k
3
UKK
gs
(
UKK
R
)15/4
. The Dirac equation for Ψ˜ reads[
K−2/3i∂/ +MKK
(
iΓ4∂Z +
2
3
K−1/2iDˆ/
)]
Ψ˜ = 0 . (B.8)
From the fact that SO(8, 1) possesses SO(3, 1) × SO(4) as a subgroup, the SO(8, 1)
gamma matrix can be realized as
Γ a = γa ⊗ I4 , Γ 4 = γ¯ ⊗ ρ¯ , Γ l = γ¯ ⊗ ρl . (B.9)
Here, γa is the SO(3, 1) gamma matrix, and ρl is the SO(4) gamma matrix. γ¯ and ρ¯ are the
chirality matrices given by γ¯ = i−1γ0γ1γ2γ3, ρ¯ = ρ5ρ6ρ7ρ8. Note that C can be written as
C = C ⊗ C ′ , (B.10)
where C and C ′ are the SO(3, 1) and SO(4) charge conjugation matrices. Multiplying (B.8)
by γ¯ ⊗ I4, we obtain[
K−2/3 iγ¯∂/4 ⊗ I4 +MKK I4 ⊗
(
iρ¯∂Z +
2
3
K−1/2iDˆ/4
)]
Ψ˜ = 0 . (B.11)
Here, we have ∂/4 = γ
µ∂µ, and Dˆ/4 is the Dirac operator of a unit S
4.
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Let us assume that Ψ˜ takes the form
Ψ˜ (xµ, Z, S4) =
∑
n
(
ψn(x
µ)Ψ˜n(Z, S
4) + ψcn(x
µ)Ψ˜ cn(Z, S
4)
)
, (B.12)
where ψn(x
µ) is a Dirac spinor of SO(3, 1) and ψcn = Cψ¯
T
n . Also, we have
Ψ˜n(Z, S
4)=f
(n)
+ (Z)χ+(S
4) + f
(n)
− (Z)χ−(S
4) ,
Ψ˜ cn(Z, S
4)=f
(n)∗
+ (Z)χ
c
+(S
4) + f
(n)∗
− (Z)χ
c
−(S
4) . (B.13)
Here, the function χ± are given by χ± =
1
2
(1 ± ρ¯)χ, where χ is the eigenfunction of Dˆ/4
satisfying
iDˆ/4 χ = βχ , (B.14)
and
χc = C ′χ∗ , χc± =
1
2
(1± ρ¯)χc . (B.15)
Note that χc satisfies iDˆ/4 χ
c = −βχc. To fix f (n)± , we require(
iρ¯∂Z +
2
3
K−1/2iDˆ/4
)
Ψ˜n = λ
′′
nK
−2/3Ψ˜n . (B.16)
We can then verify that the functions f
(n)
± satisfy
i∂Zf
(n)
+ +
2
3
βK−1/2f
(n)
− − λ′′nK−2/3f (n)+ =0 ,
−i∂Zf (n)− +
2
3
βK−1/2f
(n)
+ − λ′′nK−2/3f (n)− =0 . (B.17)
We normalize f
(n)
± as∫
dZK−2/3 f
(m)∗
+ f
(n)
+ =
∫
dZK−2/3 f
(m)∗
− f
(n)
− =
1
4k˜
δmn . (B.18)
It can then be verified that Ψ˜n satisfy the following normalization conditions:∫
dZK−2/3 ǫ4
(
Ψ˜ cn
)T
C ′−1Ψ˜m = −
∫
dZK−2/3 ǫ4 Ψ˜
T
mC
′−1Ψ˜ cn =
1
2k˜
δmn ,∫
dZK−2/3 ǫ4Ψ˜
T
n C
′−1Ψ˜m =
∫
dZK−2/3 ǫ4
(
Ψ˜ cn
)T
C ′−1Ψ˜ cm = 0 . (B.19)
The normalization condition (B.18) is satisfied if f
(n)
± behaves as f
(n)
± ∼ O(Za) with a < 1/6
for Z → ∞. It is easy to determine the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (B.17). We
find
f
(n)
+ ∼ Z±
2β
3 , f
(n)
− ∼ ∓iZ±
2β
3 . (as |Z| → ∞) (B.20)
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Solutions with negative exponents represent normalizable modes.
Using (B.19), we end up with an action of the form
SfD8 =
∑
n
∫
d4x
(
− iψ¯n∂/4ψn − λ′′nMKK ψ¯nγ¯ψn
)
. (B.21)
Thus, ψn represents a fermionic meson that has no counterpart in QCD.
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